For nearly half a century BORDO has produced precision parts and assemblies for critical applications in the aerospace, defense and commercial industries. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility uses the latest CAD/CAM and CNC machining technology, combined with our decades of knowledge and hands-on experience, to deliver top-quality and exceptional value to our customers. At BORDO we have built a super-efficient production environment with one goal in mind – to deliver your parts and assemblies on time, every time, at the lowest possible cost.

As competition gets tougher and profit margins tighten, our customers need new and innovative ways to deal with market pressures. BORDO responds with flexible machining schedules and “Just in Time” delivery options. When you use BORDO for your machining requirements, you no longer need to carry expensive inventories of your parts and assemblies. Let BORDO’s flexible production system and JIT delivery options manage your inventory for you. Based upon long-term purchase agreements, BORDO will manufacture and stock your parts and deliver them you need them. You only pay for what you need when you need it. And, since nobody can see the future with crystal clarity, BORDO’s flexible production system can make and deliver additional parts, or incorporate mechanical revisions, on short notice and at minimal cost.

BORDO’s commitment to our customers, and our investment in state-of-the-art manufacturing technology, is the explanation for our fifty years of success, and the best reason to use BORDO for all of your precision machining requirements.